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Abstract—A  good  interleaver  for  turbo  codes  can  be  con- in a graph G and P 
0    

be the path between the vertices a and
structed  from  3-regular  hamiltonian  graphs  having  large  girth. ak. Then the path P ∪ P is the path obtained by extending P
The girth of a graph is the shortest cycle contained in a graph. In from ai  to aj  to ak  through the common vertex aj . That is if
topological point of view it is important for any interconnection 
network  to  have  various  graph  theoretic  properties  which  in- P  : ai  → aj   and P : aj  → ak  then P ∪ P : ai  → aj  → ak.
cludes girth. In this paper we present a construction of interleaver 
graphs IGN  for N  ≥ 8 from the brick product graph C(2n, 1, 3) and 
explore its hamiltonian-t∗-laceability properties. 

Index  Terms—brick  product,  interleaver  graph,  hamiltonian 

Definition:3  Let  m,n  and  r  be  the  positive  integers.  Let 
Cn   =  a0, a1, a2, a3.....a(2n−1), a0   be  the  cycle  of  order  2n. The  
(m, r)-  brick product  of C2n  denoted  by C(2n, m, r)  is 
defined  for  m = 1,  we  require  r  to  be  odd  and  greater  
than

laceability, edge fault tolerance. 1. Then C(2n, m, r)  is obtained from C2n by adding chords
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Graphs   are   important   structures   by   using   which   
many applications   of   the   real   world   such   as   
communication networks  and  social  networks  are  described.  
In  [4]  authors have  proposed  a  new  construction  of  
interleavers  for  turbo codes  from  3-regular  hamiltonian  
graphs.  Using  the  concept of  brick  products  Alspach  et.al.  
showed  in  [1]  that  all  cubic cayley graphs over dihedral 
groups are hamiltonian. It is also conjectured that all brick 
products C(2n, 1, r) are hamiltonian laceable such that any two 
vertices at odd distance apart can be  joined  by  a  hamiltonian  
path.  Also  in  [3]  Alspach  et.al. showed  that  most  C(2n, 1, 
r)  are  hamiltonian  laceable  for 
3  ≤  r  ≤  9.  Inspired  by  their  work  we  continue  with  the 
development  of  interleaver  graph  IGN ,  N  ≥  8  constructed 
from  the  brick  product  graph  C(2n, 1, 3)  and  discuss  the 
Hamiltonian-t∗-laceability   properties   for   all   even   N   and 
odd  t  such  that  1  ≤  t  <  10.  Further  fault  tolerance  is  an 
important property in the network performance. Also an edge 
fault  tolerance  is  an  important  issue  for  a  network  as  the 
edges  in  the  network  may  fail  sometimes.  Hsieh  et.al.  in  
[2] proposed  the  edge  fault  tolerant  hamiltonicity  to  
measure the  performance  of  the  hamiltonian  property  in  
the  faulty networks.   Extenting   this   we   also   explore   the   
edge   fault tolerant  hamiltonian  laceability  of  interleaver  
graphs  IGN , N  ≥ 8 for all even N  and t such that 2 ≤ t ≤ 10. 
Definition:1  A  connected  graph  G  is  hamiltonian  laceable 
if  between  every  pair  of  distinct  vertices  in  G  at  an  odd 
distance  there  exists  a  hamiltonian  path.  G  is  hamiltonian- 
t-laceable  (hamiltonian-t∗-laceable)  if  there  exists  in  it  a 
Hamiltonian  path  between  every  pair  (atleast  one  pair)  of 

C2n  = a2ka(2k+r), K  = 1, 2, 3, ......n where the computation is 
performed under modulo 2n. 
Definition:4  The  graph  G∗    is  k-edge  fault  tolerant  with 
respect  to  a  graph  G  if  every  graph  obtained  by  removing 
any K  edges from G∗  contains G. Further a graph G∗  is K- 
edge  fault  tolerant  hamiltonian  laceable  if  G∗  − F  remains 
hamiltonian laceable for every F  ⊆ E(G∗) with | F  |≤ k. 
 
 
 
 

PRELIMINARIES 

 
Construction  of  interleavers  from  brick  product  graph 

C(2n, 1, 3): 
 
Let  G  be  a  graph  of  C(2n, 1, 3).  Let  2n   =   N   be  the 
number  of  vertices  labelled  from  1  to  N  placed  on  a  
cycle. Initially the fixed cycle becomes the hamiltonian cycle 
of the graph. To construct IGN   from G we first draw the upper 
and lower  chain  with  N  vertices.  Note  that  the  upper  and  
lower chains are the two cycles of length N. If i is the vertex 
from the upper chain and j  is the vertex from the lower chain 
then i  and  j  should  be  connected  in  the  IGN   if  there  is  an  
edge between i and j  in G which is not a part of the 
hamiltonian cycle of G. 
We  need  to  first  introduce  the  following  terminologies  to 
establish results. 
For each vertex a1i  and a2i  of IGN , we shall write: 
 
a1iP [N] = a1i(a1(i+1))(a1(i+2))(a1(i+3))(a1(i+4)) 
.......(a1(i+N−1)).

distinct  vertices  u  and  v  with  the  property  d(u, v)  =  t  
such 
that 1 ≤ t ≤ diam(G) where diam(G) is the diameter of G. 
Definition:2 Let P  be a path between the vertices ai  and aj 

a1iP −1[N]=a1i(a1(i 

.......(a1(i−N+1)). 
1))(a 1(i−2) )(a 1(i−3) )(a 1(i−4))
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− 

−

a2iQ[N]=a2i(a2(i+1))(a2(i+2))(a2(i+3))(a2(i+4)) Q−1[2]T −1[m]}r+1P [2]I−1[m]
.......(a2(i+N−1)). S[m]{T −1[m]P [2]I −1[m]Q−1 [2]}r+1a2(4)  is the hamiltonian
a1iQ−1[N]=a2i(a2(i+1))(a2(i+2))(a2(i+3))(a2(i+4)) 
.......(a2(i−N+1)) for i ≤ 1 ≤ N. 
Note that the symbols P [N], P −1[N], Q[N], Q−1[N] 
are the paths of order N  where as the 
symbols R[m], R−1[m], S[m], S−1[m], T [m], T −1[m] 

I[m], I−1[m], J[m], J−1[m], K[m], K−1[m], L[m] are self 
explanatory. 
For i = m = 1 
R[m] = a11  → a1N ; R−1[m] = a1N  → a11 

S[m] = a21  → a2N ; S−1[m] = a2N  → a21 

L[m] = a1(i+1)  → a2(i+1) 

For 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 3 and for all odd i 
T [m] = a1i  → a2(i+3); 
T −1[m] = a2(i+3)  → a1i 

I[m] = a2i  → a1(i+3); I−1[m] 
= a1(i+3)  → a2i For i = m = 
1, j = i + 1 
J[m]=a1j  → a2(N−1); 

path between the vertices a1(1)  and a2(4). 

 
Hamiltonian path from a1(1)  to a2(4) 

 
 
 

subcase (iii): For N  = 24r + 12, r = 0, 1, 2, 3...... P  : 
a1(1)P [3]{T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2]}3rT [m]Q[2] I[m]P 
[3] {I−1[m]Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]}3r+1 

I−1[m] Q[3]{I[m]p[2]T [m]Q[2]}3rI[m]P [2]
J−1[m] = a2(N −1)  → a1j T [m]Q[3]   {T −1[m]P −1[2]I −1[m]Q−1 [2]}3r+1a2(4)     is   the
K[m]=a2j  → a1(N−1); hamiltonian path between the vertices a1(1)  and a2(4).
K−1[m] = a1(N −1)  → a2j  

subcase (iv): For N  = 12r + 18, r = 0, 1, 2, 3...... P  : 
a1(1)P [2]J[m]{Q[2]T −1[m]P [2]I−1[m]}3r+4 

Q[2]K[m]{P [2]I−1[m]Q[2]T −1[m]}3r+3 

P [2]I−1[m]Q[2]a2(4)    is  the  hamiltonian  path  between  the 
vertices a1(1)  and a2(4). 
 
subcase (v): For N  = 24r, r = 1, 2, 3...... 
P  : a1(1)P [3]{T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2]}3r−1T [m]

figure  1.1(b)  shows  the  IG10    constructed  from  the  graph 
C(10, 1, 3) of figure 1.1(a). 

Q[3]{T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]Q−1[2]}3r    1 

T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]Q[3]{I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]}3r    1

I[m]P [3] {I−1[m]Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]}3r    1
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION I−1[m]Q−1[2]a 

 
2(4) is   the   hamiltonian 

− 
path between   the

Theorem  : 1 The graph of IGN , N  ≥ 8 constructed from 
C(2n, 1, 3)  is  Hamiltonian-t∗-laceable  for  all  even  N   and 
odd t such that 1 ≤ t < 10. 
Proof:  Let  IGN    be  the  interleaver  graph  of  order  N.  Let 
V  = V1 ∪ V2  be the set of vertices such that V1  = {ai(j)  : i = 

vertices a1(1)  and a2(4). 
 
case:2 In IGN , d(a1(1), a2(6)) = 3. 
 
subcase (i): For N=6r + 8, r = 0, 1, 2, 3...... 

1[2]}1, 1 ≤ j  ≤ N},V2  = {ai(j)  : i = 2, 1 ≤ j  ≤ N}.  Let  E  be a1(1)T [m]Q[2]{I[m]P [2]T [m]Q−           
r

the set of edges of IGN   such that E = {bk  : 1 ≤ k ≤ 3N}. I[m]P − 1[2]K −1[m]Q[2]I[m]
To establish the result we discuss the following cases. {P [2]T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]}rP −1[3]I−1[m] 

{Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]}rS[m]Q−1[2]
case:1 In IGN , d(a1(1), a2(4)) = 1. J−1[m]P [2]T [m]a 2(6) is  the  hamiltonian  path  between  the

 
subcase (i): For N  = 6r + 8, r = 0, 1, 2, 3...... P  : 
a1(1)P [2]J[m]{Q−1[2]T −1[m]P [2] 

vertices a1(1)  and a2(6). 
 
subcase (ii): For N=6r + 10, r = 0, 1, 2, 3......

I−1[m]}r+1  S[m]{T −1[m]P [2]I−1[m] a1(1)T [m]Q[2]I[m]{P [2]T [m]Q−
 

1[2]I[m]}r P −1[3]I−1[m]
Q−1[2]}r+1K[m]P [2]I−1[m]Q−1[2] {Q[2]T − 1[m]P −1[2]I −1[m]}r

{T −1[m]P [2]I−1[m]Q−1[2]}r      a2(4)      is    the    hamiltonian Q−1[2]K[m]P [2]I −1[m]{Q[2]T −1[m]
path between the vertices a1(1)  and a2(4). P −1[2]I −1[m]} r+1 S[m]{Q−1[2]J−1[m]P [2]  T [m]}1a 2(6)   is

 
subcase (ii): For N  = 6r + 10, r = 0, 1, 2, 3...... P  : 
a1(1)P [2]J[m]{Q−1[2]T −1[m]P [2] 
I−1[m]}r+1Q−1[2]K[m] {P [2]I−1[m] 

the hamiltonian path between the vertices a1(1)  and a2(6).
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P [2]T [m]Q[2]{I[m]P [2]T [m]Q−1[2]}r+1I[m]P [3] 
I−1[m]{Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]}r+2 

Q−1[3]I[m]P [2]T [m]a2(8)   is  the  hamiltonian  path  between 
the vertices a1(1)  and a2(8). 

 
case:4 In IGN , d(a1(1), a2(14)) = 7. 

 
subcase (i): For N=6r + 22, r = 0, 1, 2, 3...... 
a1(1)T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]

Hamiltonian path from a1(1)  to a2(6) {P [2]T [m]Q−
 
1[2]I[m]} r+1 P −1[2]

 
 
 

subcase (iii): For N  = 12r, r = 1, 2, 3...... a1(1)P 
[2]J[m]{Q[2]T −1[m]P [2]I−1[m]}3r    1 

Q[3]I[m]P −1[2]{T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]P −1[2]}3r    2 

K−1[m]{Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]}2 

{Q−1[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]}rQ−1[2]I[m] 
P −1[3]{I−1[m]Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]}r+1 

I−1[m]Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]S[m] 
Q−1[2]J−1[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2] 
T [m]a2(14)  is the hamiltonian path

K−1[m]Q−1[2]I[m]P −1[2]T [m]a2(6)  is the hamiltonian path 
between the vertices a1(1)  and a2(6). 

between the vertices a 
 
1(1) and a 2(14).

subcase (iv): For N=12r + 6, r = 1, 2, 3...... a1(1)P 
[2]J[m]{Q[2]T −1[m]P [2]I−1[m]}3r Q−1[3]I[m]P 
−1[2]{T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]P −1[2]}3r 

K−1[m]Q−1[2]I[m]P −1[2]T [m]a2(6)  is the hamiltonian path 
between the vertices a1(1)  and a2(6). 

 
case:3 In IGN , d(a1(1), a2(8)) = 5. 

 
subcase (i): For N=6r + 14, r = 0, 1, 2, 3...... 
a1(1)T [m]Q[2]I[m]{P [2]T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]}r+1 

P −1[2]K−1[m]Q[2]I[m]{P [2]T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]}r+1 

P −1[3]I−1[m]{Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]}r 

Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]J[m]Q[2]S−1[m]I[m]P [2] 
T [m]a2(8)  is the hamiltonian path between the vertices a1(1) 

and a2(8). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hamiltonian path from a1(1)  to a2(14) 
 

 
 

subcase (ii): For N=6r + 24, r = 0, 1, 2, 3...... 
a1(1)T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m] 
{P [2]T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]}r+1P −1[3]I−1[m]Q[2] 
{T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]Q[2]}r{T −1[m]P −1[2] 
I−1[m]Q−1[2]}2K[m]P [2]{I−1[m]Q[2]T −1[m] 
P −1[2]}r+2I−1[m]Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m] 
S[m]Q−1[2]J−1[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2] 
T [m]a2(14)  is the hamiltonian path between the vertices a1(1) 

and a2(14). 
 

subcase (iii): For N=6r + 26, r = 0, 1, 2, 3...... 
a1(1)P [2]J[m]Q[2]S−1[m]Q[2]K[m]P [2] 
I−1[m]{Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]}r+2Q−1[2] T 
−1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]Q[3]I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]

 

Hamiltonian path from a1(1)  to a2(8)
 I[m]P [2]T [m]Q−1 [2]I[m]P [3]{I −1[m]Q[2]

 
 
 

subcase (ii): For N=6r + 16, r = 0, 1, 2, 3...... 

T −1[m]P −1[2]}2I−1[m]Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[3] 
T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]a2(14)       is    the    hamiltonian    path 
between the vertices a1(1)  and a2(14).

a1(1)T [m]Q[2]I[m]{P [2]T [m]Q−1[2] 
I[m] }r+1P −1[3]I−1[m]{Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]}r+1 

case:5 In IGN , d(a 
 
1(1) , a2(16) ) = 9.

Q−1[2]K[m]P [2]{I−1[m]Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]}r+1 subcase (i): For N=6r + 30, r = 0, 1, 2, 3......
I−1[m]Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]J[m]Q[2]S−1[m]I[m] a1(1) T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]
P [2]T [m]a2(8)   is  the  hamiltonian  path  between  the  vertices 
a1(1)  and a2(8). 

{P [2]T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]}r+2P [3]I−1[m] 
{Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]}r+2

 

subcase (iii): For N=6r + 18, r = 0, 1, 2, 3...... 
{Q−1 [2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I −1[m]}1Q−1

 [2]T −1[m]
 

a1(1)T [m]Q[2]{I[m]P [2]T [m]Q−1[2]}r+2J−1[m] 
P −1[2]J[m]{Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]}r+3 

Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]Q−1[3]I[m]P [2]
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1

1 1

0

1 1

T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]a2(16)  is the hamiltonian 
path between the vertices a1(1)  and a2(16). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Hamiltonian path from a1(1)  to a2(16) 

 
 
 

subcase (ii): For N=6r + 32, r = 0, 1, 2, 3...... a1(1)T 
[m]Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]{I[m]P [2]T [m] 
Q−1[2]}r+3J−1[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]{P [2]T [m] 
Q[2]I[m]}r+3P [3]I−1[m]{Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2] 
I−1[m]}r+3Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]Q−1[3] 

 
 
Hamiltonian path from a1(1)  to a2(3) 

 
 
 
subcase (ii): For N  = 6r + 4, r = 1, 2, 3...... 
the  hamiltonian  path  between  the  vertices  a1(1)   and  a2(3)   is 
P  : P1  ∪ P2  ∪ P3  where

I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]a2(16)     is   the   hamiltonian P1  : a1(1){T [m]Q[2]I[m]P −1[2]}rT [m]S −1[m]

path between the vertices a1(1)  and a2(16). 
{I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q[2]}rI[m]P −1[2]K −1[m]a2(2).

 

 
subcase (iii): For N=6r + 34, r = 0, 1, 2, 3...... 
a1(1)T [m]{Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]}2{Q−1[2] 
I[m]P [2]T [m]}2Q−1[2]I[m]{P [2]T [m] 
Q−1[2]I[m]}r  P −1[2]K−1[m] 
{Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]}2Q−1[2]I[m]{P [2]T [m] 

P2:{I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q[2]}rJ−1[m]a1(2) 

and P3:a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 
 
subcase (iii): For N  = 12r, r = 1, 3, 5, 7......, s = 1, 2, 3, 4.... the        
hamiltonian        path        between        the        vertices a1(1)      

and    a2(3)      is    P       :      P1    ∪   P2    ∪   P3      where

Q−1[2]I[m]}r+2P −1[3]I−1[m]{Q[2]T −1[m] P1:a1(1)R[m]I 
−1

 
−1[m]{Q−1

 [2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I −   [m]}3s−3Q−
 

−1
 [2]

P −1[2]I−1[m]}r+2Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2] T     [m]p[3]{T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2]}3s−3T [m]Q[2]J [m]a1(2). 
1

I−1[m]Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]J[m]Q[2] P2  : a2(3)Q[3]{I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]}3s−3I[m]P [2]T [m]S−   [m]

S−1[m]I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2] 
T [m]a2(16)  is the hamiltonian path between the vertices a1(1) 

and a2(16). 

I[m]P −1[2]{T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2]}3s 

P3:a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 
2K−1[m]a 2(2) and

Theorem  :  2  The  graph  of  IGN ,  N  ≥  8  is  one  edge  fault 
tolerant  hamiltonian-t∗-laceable  for  all  even  N  and  t  such 
that 2 ≤ t ≤ 10. 

subcase   (iv):   For   N    =   6r  +  12,   r    =   1, 5, 9, 13......, 
s = 1, 2, 3, 4.... 
the        hamiltonian        path        between        the        vertices 
a1(1)      and    a2(3)      is    P       :      P1    ∪   P2    ∪   P3      where

Proof:  Let  IGN    be  the  interleaver  graph  of  order  N.  Let P1:a1(1)R[m]I −1[m]{Q−1 [2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I −   [m]}3s−2

V  = V1 ∪ V2  be the set of vertices such that V1  = {ai(j)  : i = Q−1 [2]T −1[m]P [2]I −1[m]S[m]T −1[m]{P −1[2]I −1[m]

1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N},V2  = {ai(j)  : i = 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ N}. Let E be the Q−1 [2]T −   [m]}3s−2P −   [3]T [m]Q[2]{I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]}3s−2

set of edges of IGN   such that E = {bk  : 1 ≤ k ≤ 3N} ∪ E J−1 [m]a1(2). 
−1

where E
0   

= {a 
 
1(2) − a2(2)}. P2:a2(3)Q[3]I[m]P [2]{T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2]}3s−2K 

and P3:a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 
[m]a2(2)

case:1 In IGN , d(a1(1), a2(3)) = 2. 
 

subcase (i): For N  = 6r + 2, r = 1, 2, 3...... 
the     hamiltonian     path     between     the     vertices     a1(1)

 

 
subcase (v): For N  = 24r, r = 1, 2, 3, 4...... 
the     hamiltonian     path     between     the     vertices     a1(1) 

and    a2(3)      is    P       :      P1    ∪   P2    ∪   P3where    P1         :

and    a2(3)      is    P      :      P1    ∪   P2    ∪   P3      where    P1        : 
a1(1)T [m]Q[2]I[m]{P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]}3r−1P −1[2]K −1[m]a2(2).

a1(1){T [m]Q[2]I[m]P −1[2]}rK−1[m]a2(2). 
P2  : a2(3)I[m]{P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]}3r−1P −1[3]I −1[m]

P2  : a2(3){I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q[2]}rI[m]P −1[2]T [m] 
{Q−1 [2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I −   [m]}3r−1S[m]Q−

 [3]

S−1[m]{I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q[2]}r
 {T −1 [m]P −1[2]I −1[m]Q−1 [2]}3r−1T −1[m]P −1[2]a1(2)    and

J−1[m]a1(2)  and P3  : a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 
P3  : a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 
 
subcase   (vi):   For   N    =   6r  +  24,   r    =   1, 5, 9, 13......, 
s = 1, 2, 3, 4.... 
the        hamiltonian        path        between        the        vertices 
a1(1)      and    a2(3)      is    P       :      P1    ∪   P2    ∪   P3      where 
P1:a1(1)T [m]{Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]}3sQ[3]S−1[m]I[m]
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−

− 

− 

− 

{P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]}3sP −1[3]{I−1[m]Q−1[2] 
T −1[m]P −1[2]}3sa1(2).P2:a2(3)I[m]{P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]}3s 

P −1[2]K−1[m]a2(2)and P3:a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 
 

case:2 In IGN , d(a1(1), a2(1)) = 4. 
 

subcase (i): For N  = 4r + 4, r = 1, 2, 3...... 
the        hamiltonian        path        between        the        vertices 
a1(1)      and    a2(1)      is    P       :      P1    ∪   P2    ∪   P3      where 
P1:a1(1)T [m]Q−1[2]{I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q−1[2]}rJ−1[m]a1(2). P2  : 
a2(1)I[m]P −1[2]{T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]P −1[2]}rK−1[m]a2(2) 

the        hamiltonian        path        between        the        vertices a1(1)      

and    a2(9)      is    P       :      P1    ∪   P2    ∪   P3      where P1:a1(1)T 
[m]{Q−1[2]I[m]P −1[2]T [m]}2{Q[2]I[m]P −1[2]T [m]}r 

S−1[m]{I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q−1[2]}r+2J−1[m]a1(2). P2:a2(9){I[m]P −1[2]T 
[m]Q[2]}rI[m]P −1[2]K−1[m]a2(2) 

and P3:a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 
 
subcase (iii): For N  = 6r + 14, r = 1, 2, 3...... 
the        hamiltonian        path        between        the        vertices 
a1(1)      and    a2(1)      is    P       :      P1    ∪   P2    ∪   P3      where 
P1:a1(1)T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]{P −1[2]T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]}2{P [2]T [m]

and P3  : a1(2)L[m]a2(2). Q−1[2]I[m]}rP −1[3] {I−1[m]Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]}r 1I−1[m]Q[2]
T −1[m]P −1[3]{T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]P [2]}rT [m]Q−1[2]J−1[m]a1(2). 
P2:a2(9){Q[2]T −1[m]P [2]I−1[m]}2Q[2]a2(2) 

and P3:a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 
 

case:4 In IGN , d(a1(1), a1(13))=8 where (a1(1), a1(13)) ∈ V1. 
 

 
 
 
 

Hamiltonian path from a1(1)  to a2(1) 

 
 
 

subcase (ii): For N  = 4r + 6, r = 1, 2, 3...... the 
hamiltonian path between the vertices a1(1)  and 
a2(1)  is P  : P1  ∪ P2  ∪ P3  where 
P1  : a1(1){T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]P −1[2]}r+1K−1[m]a2(2) 

P2  : a2(1){I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q−1[2]}r+1J−1[m]a1(2) 

and P3  : a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 
 

case:3 In IGN , d(a1(1), a2(9)) = 6. 
 

subcase (i): For N  = 6r + 10, r = 1, 2, 3...... 
the        hamiltonian        path        between        the        vertices 
a1(1)      and    a2(9)      is    P       :      P1    ∪   P2    ∪   P3      where 
P1:a1(1)T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]{P −1[2]T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]}2 

subcase  (i):  For  N   =   24,  the  hamiltonian  path  between 
the  vertices  a1(1)   and  a1(13)   is  P   :  P1  ∪ P2  ∪ P3   where P1  : 
a1(1)P [2]a1(2). 
P2  : a1(13)T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [3]I−1[m]Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m] 
Q−1[2]T −1[m]P [2]I−1[m]Q−1[3]{I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q[2]}2 

I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[3]S−1[m]{I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q[2]}1 

{I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]}2I[m]P −1[2]K−1[m]a2(2)  and 
P3:a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 

 
Hamiltonian path from a1(1)  to a1(13)

{P [2]T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]}r 1P [3]I−1[m]Q[2]T −1[m]
{P −1[2]I−1[m]Q[2]T −1[m]}r 1P [3]T [m]Q−1[2] subcase  (ii):  For  N   =  26,  the  hamiltonian  path  between
{I[m]P [2]T [m]Q−1[2]}r 1J−1[m]a 1(2). the  vertices  a1(1)   and  a1(13)   is  P   :  P1  ∪ P2  ∪ P3   where

P2:a2(9){Q[2]T −1[m]P [2]I−1[m]}2Q[2]a2(2) 
P1  : a1(1)P [2]a1(2).  

1                           −1
and P3  : a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 

 
Hamiltonian path from a1(1)  to a2(9) 

 
 
 

subcase (ii): For N  = 6r + 12, r = 1, 2, 3...... 

P2  : a1(13)T [m]Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[3]S−   [m]{I[m]P 
T [m]Q[2]}2I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]P −1[3]I−1[m]Q−1[2] 
T −1[m]Q−1[2]I−1[m]Q−1[2]T −1[m]P [2]I−1[m]Q−1[3] 
{I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q[2]}2I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]P −1[2] 
K−1[m]a2(2)  and P3  : a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 
 
case:5 In IGN , d(a1(1), a2(15)) = 8. 
 
subcase (i): For N  = 8r + 20, r = 1, 2, 3...... 
the hamiltonian path between the vertices 
a1(1)  and a2(15)  is P  : P1  ∪ P2  ∪ P3 

where P1  : a1(1){T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]P [2]}2T [m]Q[2]I[m] 
{P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]}rP −1[2]K−1[m]a2(2). 

[2]
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− 

P2  : a1(15)I[m]{P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]}rP −1[3] 
I−1[m]Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m] 

P2  : a2(17){I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q[2]}r+1I[m]P −1[2]K−1[m]a2(2) 

and P3  : a1(2)L[m]a2(2).
{Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]}r 1{Q[2]T −1[m]
P −1[2]I−1[m]}2S[m]Q−1[3]{T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m] 
Q−1[2]}r{T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]Q[2]}2T −1[m] 
P −1[2]a1(2)  and P3  : a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 

 
Hamiltonian path from a1(1)  to a2(15) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hamiltonian path from a1(1)  to a2(17) 

 
 
 
subcase (ii): For N  = 6r + 28, r = 1, 2, 3...... 
the        hamiltonian        path        between        the        vertices 
a1(1)       and     a2(17)       P       :       P1     ∪   P2     ∪   P3       where 
P1:a1(1){T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]P −1[2]}4{T [m]Q[2]I[m]P −1[2]}r+1

 

subcase (ii): For N  = 8r + 22, r = 1, 2, 3...... 
T [m]Q[2]J− 1[m]a1(2). P2:a2(17)I[m]P −1[2]T [m]{Q[2]I[m]

 

the     hamiltonian     path     between     the     vertices     a1(1) 

and     a2(15)       is     P        :        P1     ∪    P2     ∪    P3       where 
P1:a1(1)T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]Q−1[2]I[m] 
{P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]}r+1P [3]I−1[m]{Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2] 
I−1[m]}r+1Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]Q[2]T −1[m] 
P −1[2]a1(2). P2  : a2(15)I[m]P [2]T [m]{Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]}r

 

P −1[2]T [m]}r+1S−1[m]{I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q−1[2]}3 

{I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q[2]}r+2I[m]P −1[2]K−1[m]a2(2)             and 
P3  : a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 
 
 
subcase (iii): For N  = 6r + 30, r = 1, 2, 3...... 
the     hamiltonian     path     between     the     vertices

Q−1[3]{T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]Q−1[2]}r 
 
and 

 
a2(17)

 
 
is     P        :        P1     ∪    P2     ∪    P3

 
a1(1) 

where
{T −1[m]P −1[2]I−1[m]Q[2]}3a2(2)  and P3  : a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 1                         1                                   1

subcase (iii): For N  = 8r + 24, r = 1, 2, 3...... 
P1:a1(1){T [m]Q−   [2]I[m]P −   [2]}4{T [m]Q−   [2]I[m]P [2]}r+1

 

the        hamiltonian        path        between        the        vertices T [m]Q− 1[2]I[m]P −1[3]{I −1[m]Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]}r
 

a1(1)       and     a2(15)       P       :       P1     ∪   P2     ∪   P3       where 
P1:a1(1)T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]Q−1[2]I[m] 

I−1[m]Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[3]{T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]P [2]}r+1 

T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]P −1[2]K−1[m]a2(2). 
P2  : a2(17){Q[2]T −1[m]P [2]I−1[m]}4S[m]Q−1[2]J−1[m]a1(2){P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]}r+1P [3]{I−1[m]Q−1[2]T −1[m] 

P −1[2]}r+1{I−1[m]Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]}2a1(2). 
P2  : a2(15)I[m]P [2]T [m]{Q[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]}r 

 

and 
 

P3  : a1(2)L[m]a2(2).

Q[3]S−1[m]I[m]{P [2]T [m]Q−1[2]I[m]}2 

{P [2]T [m]Q[2]I[m]}r+1P −1[2]K−1[m]a2(2) 

and P3  : a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 
 

subcase (iv): For N  = 8r + 26, r = 1, 2, 3...... 
the        hamiltonian        path        between        the        vertices 
a1(1)       and     a2(15)       P       :       P1     ∪   P2     ∪   P3       where 
P1:a1(1)T [m]{Q−1[2]I[m]P [2]T [m]}2{Q[2]I[m]P [2] 
T [m]}r+1Q[3]S−1[m]{I[m]P [2]T [m]Q−1[2]}2{I[m]P [2] 
T [m]Q[2]}r+1I[m]P −1[3]{I−1[m]Q−1[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]}r+1 

{I−1[m]Q[2]T −1[m]P −1[2]}2a1(2). 
P2   :  a2(15){I[m]P [2]T [m]Q[2]}r+1I[m]P −1[2]K−1[m]a2(2) 

and P3  : a1(2)L[m]a2(2). 
 

case:6 In IGN , d(a1(1), a2(17)) = 10. 
 

subcase (i): For N  = 6r + 26, r = 1, 2, 3...... 
the        hamiltonian        path        between        the        vertices 
a1(1)       and     a2(17)       P       :       P1     ∪   P2     ∪   P3       where 
P1:a1(1)T [m]{Q−1[2]I[m]P −1[2]T [m]}4{Q[2]I[m]P −1[2] 
T [m]}r+1S−1[m]{I[m]P −1[2]T [m]Q−1[2]}3{I[m]P −1[2] 
T [m]Q[2]}r+2J−1[m]a1(2). 

CONCLUSION 
 

The study of hamiltonicity and hamiltonian laceability has 
lot  of  significance  in  computer  networks.  In  this  paper  we 
proposed   the   hamiltonian-t∗-   laceability   of   an   
interleaver graph   constructed   from   brick   product   graph   
C(2n, 1, 3). Precisely, we have shown that the interleaver 
graphs IGN   for even N, N  ≥ 8 is hamiltonian-t∗- laceabile for 
all odd t such that  1  ≤  t  <  10  and  1-edge  fault  tolerant  
hamiltonian-t∗- laceable  for  all  even  t  such  that  2 ≤ t ≤ 10.  
This  concludes that   the   existence   of   hamiltonian   path   
in   such   networks suffice to solve data communication 
problems. 
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